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 "HONOUR, JUSTICE,
 AND INTEREST": JOHN
 JAY'S REPUBLICAN
 POLITICS AND
 STATESMANSHIP ON
 THE FEDERAL BENCH

 Sandra Frances VanBurkleo

 In 1779, at the height of the Deane controversy, Richard Henry
 Lee pronounced John Jay a "Tory friend" and "Mercantile Abet-
 tor" masquerading as a republican.' Lee's remarks were
 unusually sharp. But a good many others harbored similar reser-
 vations and, in the rarefied atmosphere of American revolu-
 tionary studies, such criticisms die hard. Scholars expect a great
 deal of Founding Fathers--unambiguous patriotism, for in-
 stance, with evidence of genius and "enlightened" politics. And
 Jay consistently falls short. Consequently, his achievements as a
 diplomatist, an administrator, and the nation's first chief justice
 often have been recorded without great interest or enthusiasm.

 Complacency has been costly. Time and again, readers find
 one-dimensional caricatures of Jay's political thought and values
 which essentially perpetuate or deny the grumblings of early
 detractors. David H. Fischer, for example, sketches a nostalgic,
 slightly pathetic "conservative idealist" permanently flawed by

 Ms. VanBurkleo is a member of the Department of History at Wayne
 State University in Detroit, Michigan. She -wishes to acknowledge the in-
 valuable support and criticism of Paul Murphy, John Howe, Marc Kruman,
 Kent Newmyer, Edward Wise, Nancy Matthews, and Clark Miller in the
 preparation of this manuscript.

 IQuoted in Gordon Wood, The Creation of the American Republic
 (Chapel Hill 1969), 420.

 JOURNAL OF THE EARLY REPUBLIC, 4 (Fall 1984). ? 1984 Society for Historians of the Early American Republic.
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 240 JOURNAL OF THE EARLY REPUBLIC

 King's College monarchism and by yearnings for a bygone an-
 cien r6gime. In this rendition, Jay rejected his own historical mo-
 ment, devolving with James Kent and George Cabot into an Old
 Guard reactionary. Others describe an abrasive "realist" from
 New York more taken with the China trade than with

 Blackstone or Locke, for whom political discourse functioned
 mainly as window dressing. And Richard Morris, after decades
 of invaluable research and editing, turns the stereotype on its
 head. Jay, he proposes, was a relatively affable patriot and closet
 democrat roughly equal in stature to Franklin or John Marshall,
 who steadily advanced the American cause through shrewd
 diplomacy and farsighted judicialism.2

 Diplomatic historians now follow a middle course between
 interpretive extremes;3 but constitutional scholars have resisted
 compromise, clinging instead to time-honored images of an in-

 2 David H. Fischer, The Revolution of American Conservatism (New York
 1965), 7-10, esp. 8. See also George Pellew, John Jay (Boston 1890); Merrill
 Jensen, The New Nation (New York 1950), 13-14, 365-366, and passim; Frank
 Monaghan, John Jay, Defender of Liberty (New York and Indianapolis 1935);
 Gottfried Dietze, The Federalist (Baltimore 1960), 105-111; Jack Rakove, The
 Beginnings of National Politics (Baltimore 1979), 53-56; the biographical
 sketch in Donald L. Smith, John Jay: Founder of a State and Nation (New
 York 1968); Herbert Johnson, John Jay, 1745-1829 (Albany, N.Y. 1970), and
 "John Jay: Lawyer in a Time of Transition, 1764-1775," University of Penn-
 sylvania Law Review, 124 (May 1976), 1260-1292. Biographical detail also can
 be found in the commentaries of William Jay in The Life of John Jay: Selec-
 tions from His Correspondence and Miscellaneous Papers (2 vols., New York
 1833), esp. I, 1-68, a collection which William overzealously edited to protect
 his father's reputation; and in Richard B. Morris' introduction to John Jay,
 The Making of a Revolutionary: Unpublished Papers, 1745-1780 (New York
 1975), 1-26. Among Morris' interpretive works are John Jay, the Nation, and
 the Court (Boston 1967); The Peacemakers (New York 1965); Seven Who
 Shaped Our Destiny (New York 1973), ch. 5; "The John Jay Court: An In-
 timate Profile," Journal of Contemporary Law, 5 (Spring 1979), 163-179; and
 "The American Revolution Comes to John Jay," in Jacob Judd and Irwin
 Polishook, eds., Aspects of Early New York Society and Politics (Tarrytown,
 N.Y. 1974), 96-117. Milton Klein accurately summarized scholarly attitudes in
 his review of Morris' edition of Jay's papers, American Journal of Legal
 History, 21 (Oct. 1977), 365-369.

 S For negative, positive, and compromise positions, see Samuel Bemis,
 Jay's Treaty: A Study in Commerce and Diplomacy (New York 1923); Morris,
 The Peacemakers; and Jerald Combs, The Jay Treaty (Berkeley, Cal. 1970).
 Alexander DeConde's Entangling Alliances (Durham, N.C. 1958) supplies ad-
 ditional detail about Jay's diplomatic career.
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 John Jay
 Courtesy: Indiana Historical Society Library
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 242 JOURNAL OF THE EARLY REPUBLIC

 competent chief justice and an insubstantial Supreme Court be-
 tween 1789 and 1795. To some extent, this reticence originates
 in frustration with a cryptic legal record; but it also reflects the
 special questions and standards imposed by historians trained at
 law, whose technical and professional misgivings about Jay
 powerfully reinforce a traditional negativism. Morris' efforts
 aside, these writings uniformly suggest that Jay and his court
 represent an embarrassing lapse in an otherwise distinguished
 common law tradition.

 Superficially, many such criticisms are grounded in fact.
 Before 1795, the court's caseload was woefully thin, its justices
 disconsolate, and its "facilities of usage and habit" unspecified.
 Without immediate institutional antecedents, the Third Branch
 also lacked legitimacy, and was humiliated all too easily by con-
 gressional adoption of the punitive Eleventh Amendment by
 1798.4 Further, the chief justice has been dismissed as a
 "trifling" lawyer whose bench was preserved from complete
 sterility mainly by the presence of imaginative, competent
 associates. Again, if measures are drawn from modem legal
 practice, there are grounds. Jay produced no scholarship more
 extensive than grand jury charges or brief Federalist essays. His
 apprenticeship and private practice were relatively insubstantial,
 and his judicial experience in New York before 1789 was
 fleeting.5

 4 Charge to the Grand Juries of the Eastern Circuit, 1790, in Henry P.
 Johnston, ed., The Correspondence and Public Papers of John Jay (4 vols.,
 New York 1891), III, 390. Morris' edition, unlike Johnston's, preserves the
 original spelling, punctuation, and capitalization; but it does not include all of
 Jay's writings. No attempt has been made here to reconcile differing editorial
 practices. On the Eleventh Amendment, see William Guthrie, "The Eleventh
 Article of Amendment to the Constitution of the United States," Columbia
 Law Review, 8 (Mar. 1908), 183-207, which should be read alongside Clyde
 Jacob's more sensitive The Eleventh Amendment and Sovereign Immunity
 (Westport, Conn. 1972), and compared with Julius Goebel, History of the
 Supreme Court of the United States: Antecedents and Beginnings to 1801
 (New York 1971), esp. 736-741, which is hostile to Jay. See also Jacobs,
 "Prelude to Amendment: The States Before the Court," American Journal of
 Legal History, 12 (Jan. 1968), 19-40, and Louis Jaffe, "Suits Against Govern-
 ments and Officers: Sovereign Immunity," Harvard Law Review, 77 (Nov.
 1963), 1-39.

 5 Goebel, History of the Supreme Court, 552, and 729-733, also credits
 Jay with initiating the "lamentable standards of American judicial
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 "HONOUR, JUSTICE, AND INTEREST" 243

 Even more damaging, Jay was not John Marshall. Historians
 frankly prefer the understated style and aggressive nationalism
 associated with the Marshall court after 1801; and, when so
 compared, Jay wins low marks indeed. He was undeniably can-
 tankerous in dealings with legislators. His informal advisory
 opinions and open partisanship seem to flout the idea of an
 autonomous, apolitical federal judiciary, and his brusque depar-
 ture for diplomacy in 1794 without first resigning the chief
 justiceship annoys even Morris. Most important, Jay did not
 secure the all-important implied powers of constitutional review
 around which Marshall fashioned a recognizably modern--and
 uniquely American - appellate practice after the Marbury
 episode, in the process insulating the court from the more
 egregious inroads of what Jay called "political grubs."'

 Hence, the Jay court is portrayed most often as the Marshall
 court writ small--a primitive, amorphous prelude to the durable
 consolidations pursued after Jefferson's election. Within this
 harshly telescoped framework, Jay's aspirations as chief justice
 have been deduced, not from reconstructions of his political
 thought, but from subsequent reliance upon the court's earliest
 rulings in the drive toward judicial nationalization. Historians
 imply, in other words, that Jay must have intended to lay foun-
 dations for whatever the high court finally became, and failed
 miserably. Robert McCloskey, for instance, compares the court
 before 1801 to a "play's opening moments with minor characters
 exchanging trivialities," candidly conceding that the "great
 shadow of John Marshall . . . falls across our understanding."
 Charles Haines once pointed to "unpromising beginnings"; a
 newly-revised textbook treats the years before Marshall's arrival
 in four pages. Unfortunately, Morris employs the same yard-

 historiography." On Jay's Federalist contributions and the acknowledgment
 among contemporaries of diplomatic expertise, see Douglass Adair, "The
 Authorship of the Disputed Federalist Papers," William and Mary Quarterly, 1
 (Jan. 1944), 97-122, (Apr. 1944), 235-264, esp. 246. For George Washington's
 acknowledgment, see Instructions as Envoy Extraordinary, 1794, in Johnston,
 ed., Jay Papers, IV, 14.

 6 Jay to Judge Lowell, Feb. 29, 1796, in Johnston, ed., Jay Papers, IV,
 204-205. The expectation of modern attitudes toward separation of powers and
 professional specialization leads Morris to argue that Jay's failure to resign was
 a well-intended "lapse" which provided a dangerous precedent for "overstep-
 ping" separation of powers. John Jay, 92-93.
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 244 JOURNAL OF THE EARLY REPUBLIC

 stick, arguing Jay's success and doctrinal kindredness in the
 place of pale imitation. Had Jay accepted John Adams' invita-
 tion to return to the court in 1801, he urges, Marshall's finest
 state papers "would very probably have been written by Jay,
 whose views Marshall so completely shared."'

 Yet John Jay's views were entirely his own, molded before all
 else by the immediacy of the revolution. When Washington
 signed Jay's commission, the republic was situated differently
 and more precariously than it would be a dozen years later.
 Economic distress portended the nation's early demise, especially
 in competition with skeptical, often ruthless European empires.
 A theoretically promising Constitution was untried; and the
 vague legal language surrounding the court's role in governance
 invited political opponents to dismantle what Washington called
 the "keystone" of federalism.8

 With many others, Jay was keenly aware of an unfinished
 revolution, and of the dangers inherent in those "soft, ambig-
 uous moments"9 after ratification. In his own words, the prob-
 lem at hand was to discover, within legal and political limits,
 how this new court might best provide "due support to the na-
 tional government" in pursuit of "great and obvious principles of

 I Robert McCloskey, The American Supreme Court (Chicago 1960), 30;
 Charles Grove Haines, The Role of the Supreme Court in American Govern-
 ment and Politics, 1789-1835 (New York 1960), 124; Alfred Kelly, Winfred
 Harbison, and Herman Belz, The American Constitution (6th ed., New York
 1983), 164-167; and Morris, John Jay, 69. See also Morris, "Intimate Profile,"
 wherein Jay is portrayed as a typical "nationalist chief justice" who sought
 review powers without adequate support. He also links Jay's views on judicial
 autonomy to Marshall's, primarily because of Jay's resistance to formal advice
 in Hayburn's Case and the Sloop Betsy episode, 2 Dallas 409 (1792), Jay and
 Associate Justices to Washington, July 20, 1793, in Johnston, ed., Jay Papers,
 III, 486-489. On formal parallels between Jay and Marshall in the use of
 syllogism or nationalist language, see Morris, John Jay, 56-60, 70, 102, or G.
 Edward White, The American Judicial Tradition (New York 1976), 25, 27-30.

 8 George Washington to Jay, Oct. 5, 1789, in Johnston, ed., Jay Papers,
 III, 378.

 9 Bernard Bailyn, Education in the Forming of American Society (New
 York 1960), 14. Legal scholars too often consider the revolution ended with
 ratification, which helps explain unhistorical readings of judicial motivations
 before 1801. For the periodization of revolutionary process adopted here, see
 John Howe, "Republican Thought and the Political Violence of the 1790's,"
 American Quarterly, 19 (Summer 1967), 147-165.
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 "HONOUR, JUSTICE, AND INTEREST" 245

 sound policy."' The task, then, was establishment, not expan-
 sion or refinement; and Jay's understanding of such terms as
 "due support" or "great and obvious principles" therefore merits
 close attention. How did he imagine proper relations between
 polity, economy, and law? Toward what ends should govern-
 ment move, and through whom? And how might the Supreme
 Court advance those ends most effectively?

 In brief, Jay's "system" blended an extremely conservative
 domestic politics with economic liberalism, the latter very nar-
 rowly construed. With Adam Smith, Jay conceived of "liberal-
 ism" primarily as a blueprint for economic expansion, pre-
 dicated upon the existence of a moral, homogenous New World
 society in advance of commercial exchange." He also distin-
 guished between political citizenship as defined by individual
 nations and the broader, more significant membership of Amer-
 icans and Europeans in a transnational economic community.
 Before the emergence of a harmonious "band of brethren" in
 North America, however, Jay urged internal centralization,
 reliance upon a very few enlightened statesmen, and strict atten-
 tion to federal law--the embodiment of reason and divine mor-
 ality-in order to secure both forms of citizenship against the
 evils inherent in all men. Without these safeguards, Jay
 predicted swift decline into the immorality and greed so
 "natural" in political societies.12

 Imbedded in Jay's political thought was a stinging critique of
 the basic tenets of revolutionary republicanism. These disagree-
 ments, which Jay pressed steadfastly from the revolution's earliest
 moments through retirement, originated in an unusually bleak
 and remarkably static assessment of human nature. His expres-
 sions of doubt about perfectibility, and then about the merits of
 voluntarism or adherence to the popular will, vacillated between

 10 Jay to John Adams, Jan. 2, 1801, in Johnston, ed.,Jay Papers, IV, 285.
 " On relationships between Smith's economic and moral philosophy, see

 Donald Winch, Adam Smith's Politics (Cambridge 1978), or Robert Nisbet, A
 History of the Idea of Progress (New York 1980), esp. 187-193, which argues
 plausibly that Smith's precept of "natural liberty" in the marketplace arises as
 easily from "prepolitical social bonds" as from an "invisible hand" divorced
 from the polity.

 12 Federalist Nos. 2 and 4, in Jacob E. Cooke, ed., The Federalist (Mid-
 dletown, Conn. 1961), 9, 22.
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 246 JOURNAL OF THE EARLY REPUBLIC

 moderation and stridency with changing circumstance. During
 "Seasons of general Heat Tumult and Fermentation" such as
 wartime, his anxieties intensified, but he softened appreciably
 with the prospect of a strengthened "national Head" after 1787.
 But these were shifting colorations on the face of an essential, un-
 remitting gloom about the motives of politicized Americans and
 about "democratical" experimentation in a society wrenched too
 suddenly from British moorings.'3

 Jay's existential despair flowed partly from latent Pietism. A
 devoted Anglican, he nevertheless remained conscious for a life-
 time of his family's Huguenot beginnings; indeed, his notorious
 admiration of Great Britain reflected considerable gratitude that
 his forebears had been provided "an Assylum." Old Testament
 and apocalyptic imagery punctuate his prose, alongside pointed
 analogies between public and private salvation or states of grace.
 Jay also participated actively in religious and antislavery
 societies; for the persistence of slavery--an "inconsistent ... un-
 just and, perhaps, impious" blemish upon supposed libertar-
 ians- powerfully reinforced the conviction that virtue could only
 be "drawn to a point," after which moral improvement was
 unlikely. 14

 Only a handful escaped Jay's obloquy; and common folk, to
 whom he frequently imputed bestial qualities, were the least
 favored of all. As early as 1777, he was alarmed by a potentially
 savage "Public," admonishing his friend Gouverneur Morris to
 send soothing "Paragraphs" to New York's Council of Safety for
 mass distribution: "The People suspect the worst [when] . . . we
 say Nothing. Their Curiosity must be constantly gratified, or
 they will be uneasy." Similarly, Jay admired Pennsylvania's ex-
 periments with manufactures to alleviate unemployment and
 unrest. General McDougall, for instance, learned that bread
 and abundant work might keep ordinary citizens "easy and

 1S Jay to Washington, Apr. 21, 1779, in Morris, ed., Unpublished Papers,
 586-587.

 " Jay to Gouverneur Morris, Apr. 29, 1778, ibid., 476; Jay to Richard
 Price, Sept. 27, 1785, Jay to Washington, June 27, 1786, in Johnston, ed., Jay
 Papers, III, 168-169, 205. Also see Jay to R. Lushington, Mar. 15, 1786, ibid.,
 185-186; or Jay to Robert Livingston and Morris, Apr. 29, 1777, and to Egbert
 Benson, Sept. 18, 1780, in Morris, ed., Unpublished Papers, 401, 823. Jay's
 religiosity generally is not disputed. See, e.g., Morris, John Jay, 12, 86.
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 "HONOUR, JUSTICE, AND INTEREST" 247

 Quiet." When "Fellow Mortals are busy and well fed," Jay
 theorized, "they forget to complain."'5

 After 1796, Jay's earliest forebodings had been confirmed.
 He therefore dispensed with rhetorical caution. The relatively
 benign assertion that man was a "degraded creature," or that
 humankind was guided more by "conveniences than by princi-
 ples," was eclipsed increasingly by shrill but leaden resignation.
 No longer would he entertain fantasies about an "age of reason,
 prior to the millenium"; nor would he "believe one word of" the
 "modern" suggestion that appetite could be subordinated to
 "right reason." In 1797, Jay was consoled by the knowledge that
 "every scourge of every kind by which nations are punished"--
 perhaps the same "Evils inseparable from Humanity" identified
 some twenty years before--were under the "control of a wise and
 benevolent Sovereign." When Judge Peters hinted in 1815 that
 the people always meant well, Jay wasted little ink: "The word
 people, you know, applies to all the individual inhabitants of a
 country." The portion that "mean well never was, nor until the
 millenium will be, considerable."'6

 Jay further divided the polity into "Politicians" and "Citi-
 zens." The former encompassed legislative demagogues, "phara-
 saical patriots," and the "lower Class of Mankind" who blindly
 followed these charlatans toward Jacobinism.'7 "Citizens," on
 the other hand, included sober, contemplative statesmen who
 refused to contrive "a shoe that would fit every foot," as well as
 that small portion of the electorate with courage enough to sup-
 port them. Virtue was inborn: some men possessed it from birth,
 others did not. And those who did not sometimes pretended
 otherwise, posing as statesmen in legislative chambers. Jay's con-
 clusions were disarmingly simple: the "improper arts" of assem-

 '5 Jay to Morris, July 21, 1777, Jay to Alexander McDougall, Dec. 23,
 1775, in Morris, ed., Unpublished Papers, 423, 213. In addition, see Jay to
 Washington, Apr. 22, 1779, and to Sarah Jay, June 22, 1775, ibid., 586, 154.

 16 Jay to Washington, Sept. 21, 1788, in Johnston, ed., Jay Papers, III,
 360; Jay to Lindley Murray, Aug. 22, 1794, to William Vaughan, May 26,
 1796, to Benjamin Rush, Mar. 22, 1797, and to Judge Peters, Mar. 14, 1815,
 ibid., IV, 52, 215-216, 226, 387. With other Federalists, Jay easily distinguish-
 ed between legal and social equality, and so could assert simultaneously that
 the "only source of just authority" was "the People"; Jay to Washington, Jan. 7,
 1787, ibid., III, 229. For "Evils inseparable from Humanity," see Jay to Sarah
 Jay, Mar. 25, 1977, in Morris, ed., Unpublished Papers, 382.
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 blymen reflected the fact that "creatures will act according to
 their nature, and it would be absurd to expect that a man who is
 not upright, will act like one who is."18

 With politicians, Jay was unsparing. These were "men raised
 from low Degrees ... rendered giddy by Elevation," who typical-
 ly consulted "prevailing fashions" rather than "the utility of their
 goods to those who are to wear them." Worse, pernicious "level-
 ling principles" and self-serving campaign promises spawned vio-
 lence after the French example. Jay therefore hoped to circum-
 scribe the influence of "men without Character [or] Fortune"
 until virtue had been disseminated more broadly through educa-
 tion and exposure to law, or until the machinery of state might
 be perfected.'9 With the possibility of a new Constitution after
 1787, Jay speculated about gradual improvement among politi-
 cians over several generations. By the mid-1790s, however, he
 had resigned himself to a succession of barbarians whose "ar-
 tifices," political pandering, and "irascible passions" would be
 held at bay indefinitely through the "strenuous efforts of the
 wise." Only in another world might "all books and histories and
 errors ... be consumed," and "truth ... rise and prevail and be
 immortal. "o

 Unfortunately, wisdom on earth was a scarce resource, and
 always the special province of executives or jurists who had risen
 to office without popular election. Jay associated political debts
 and localism with incompetence: the further removed a man
 might be from his constituency, the less likely corruption or pet-

 "7 Federalist No. 2, in Cooke, ed., Federalist, 8; Edward Rutledge to Jay,
 June 29, 1776, and Jay's reply, July 6, 1776, in Morris, ed., Unpublished
 Papers, 281, 281n, wherein he calls Rutledge's ideas "parallel" with his own;
 and Jay to Judge Peters, Mar. 14, 1815, in Johnston, ed., Jay Papers, IV, 387.
 On Jacobinism, see, e.g., Jay to Washington, Mar. 6, 1795, ibid., 162-171.

 18 Jay to William Vaughan, May 26, 1796, and to Washington, Feb. 25,
 1795, ibid., 216, 161.

 19 Jay to Washington, Apr. 21, 1779, and Rutledge to Jay, June 29, 1776,
 in Morris, ed., Unpublished Papers, 586, 281; and Jay to Francis Hopkinson,
 Mar. 29, 1786, in Johnston, ed., Papers, III, 187-188. In the same vein, see
 Rutledge to Jay, Dec. 25, 1778, Jay to Morris, Apr. 29, 1778, in Morris, ed.,
 Unpublished Papers, 516, 475; and Jay to Washington, Jan. 7, 1787, in
 Johnston, ed., Jay Papers, III, 227.

 20 Jay to Judge Lowell, Feb. 29, 1796, to Peter Van Schaack, July 28,
 1812, and to Washington, Feb. 25, 1795, in Johnston, ed., Jay Papers, IV,
 204, 361, 161.
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 "HONOUR, JUSTICE, AND INTEREST" 249

 tiness. The fact of election thus aroused the New Yorker's suspi-
 cions, while nomination assuaged them; and federal appointees
 were less tainted and more gifted than their counterparts in the
 states by virtue of selection from an expanded pool. It followed
 that the general government would be "more wise, systematical,
 and judicious" than local governments, for there would be no
 "want of proper persons." Unsullied by the "necessity of the
 Case," this self-selecting "elect" somehow had to retain what Ed-
 ward Rutledge called "the Staff' until Americans demonstrated
 "whether they could govern themselves." At stake was republi-
 can survival, and Jay was worried. The same sensitivities which
 separated the wise from mere politicians also encouraged disillu-
 sionment in the face of public abuse; for the "Residue," as Jay
 dubbed the majority, rarely mustered "Honesty or Spirit enough
 openly to defend unpopular Merit," thereby routing talented
 but weary statesmen."2

 From this pessimistic bedrock, Jay's posture toward Britain
 and his restrictive domestic politics followed logically and inex-
 orably. In fact, both were little more than an elaboration of a
 favorite maxim, "Fortitude founded on Resignation." His reluc-
 tant but diligent patriotism, for example, was founded less in a
 firm preference for independence than in perceptions of an in-
 tractable emergency in political economy. The son of a pros-
 perous New York merchant, Jay preferred British citizenship at
 least through 1775, despite serious misgivings about the empire's
 performance. His shift to the cause, while facilitated by deeper
 association through marriage with the Livingston family, crystal-
 lized primarily with mounting evidence of the crown's inability
 to protect distant property and to guarantee trade--the "great
 and weighty reasons" underlying all political unions.22

 These decisions, however, did not alter Jay's fascination with

 21 Federalist Nos. 2 and 3, in Cooke, ed., Federalist, 11-12, 15, 17; Jay to
 Washington, Sept. 21, 1788, inJohnston, ed.,Jay Papers, III, 361; Rutledge to
 Jay, June 29, 1776, Jay to Philip Schuyler, Dec. 11, 1777, and New York Con-
 vention to John Hancock [July 10], 1776, in Morris, ed., Unpublished Papers,
 281, 453, 291.

 22 Jay to Sarah Jay, Mar. 25, 1777, in Morris, ed., Unpublished Papers,
 382, and Federalist No. 2, in Cooke, ed., Federalist, 12. On "resignation" and
 "duty," see also Jay to Robert Livingston, Jan. 6, 1776, in Morris, ed., Unpub-
 lished Papers, 223; Jay to Sarah Jay, Apr. 15, 1794, and to Lindley Murray,
 Aug. 22, 1794, in Johnston, ed., Jay Papers, IV, 3, 51.
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 250 JOURNAL OF THE EARLY REPUBLIC

 British civilization or with imperial governance. While drafting
 the Olive Branch Petition, he yearned for a speedy restoration of
 peace without "further Effusion of Blood," confessing that he
 would be "hurt" by the destruction of England and by loss of ac-
 cess to "the Prosperity of the Empire now rent by unnatural
 Convulsions."'3 A decade after independence, he still advised
 the maximization of cultural empathies and trading channels es-
 tablished during long centuries of British tutelage. Jay was in-
 trigued by the crown's suppression of provincial violence through
 centralization;24 and he fretted constantly about exclusion from
 the world's most extensive commercial network, eagerly antici-
 pating a "liberal Alliance." The rebellion and its stormy after-
 math, he thought, were unseemly escalations of a necessary
 squabble between parent and talented child. Even in the throes
 of war, Jay contemplated a return to British domination "with
 Horror," and would "risque all for Independence"; but that
 point settled, he encouraged the swift extension of "advan-
 tageous commercial Terms."'5

 Years later, John Adams complained that the revolution had
 not been sustained by "such characters" as Jay and the Morrises
 - those irksome New Yorkers who trivialized "virtue" and
 therefore threatened the revolution's main intellectual engine.
 He was both right and wrong. Jay certainly was appalled by the
 creation of a decentralized commonwealth guided by unfettered
 congressional "politicians" and by emasculated executive depart-
 ments- a structure dangerously dependent upon the "public"
 metamorphizing instantly into "citizens." Jay detected mischief
 in the notion that most Americans would sacrifice short-term

 gain for the greater good, and more than a little French
 romance in "levelling." More important, he dreaded the con-
 struction of an isolated, introverted New Imperial economy, tied

 23 Proofs that the Colonies Do Not Aim at Independence [after Dec. 11,
 1775], and Jay to Alexander McDougall, Oct. 17, 1775, in Morris, ed., Unpub-
 lished Papers, 199, 172. On "lasting Union," see Jay to John Vardill, Sept. 24,
 1774, and Draft of the Olive Branch Petition, June 1775, ibid., 137, 152-154,
 the latter urging reunification to preserve "Harmony . .. Wealth and Power."

 24 See, e.g., Federalist No. 5, in Cooke, ed., Federalist, 23-24.
 25 Jay to Morris, Apr. 29, 1778, in Morris, ed., Unpublished Papers,

 475-476. Morris characterizes Jay more positively as a "prudent revolutionary."
 John Jay, 3.
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 fatally to collective decision-making and to an unrealizable,
 undesirable self-sufficiency.26

 In short, Jay disagreed with most of the assumptions and
 strategies propelling revolutionary politics. But he did not reject
 the idea of "virtue." Rather, he denied its universal existence in
 the "Public," and therefore its direct reflection in the labors of
 legislators. In Jay's estimation, virtue resided mainly in a very
 few executives now held in check by the new Congress, which
 dramatically reduced its value to society. These criticisms were
 urgent: if utopian schemes prevailed, unity and prosperity--the
 fundamental "objects" of nationhood--would be sabotaged."

 Jay's "first wish" for the United States was domestic unifica-
 tion-an internal, primarily political object. Unity was basic:
 without it, property and persons might never be secure. But it was
 preliminary as well, for a disunited republic surely would be
 denied membership in an international community, having failed
 to achieve the "character of ONE GREAT NATION." Hence,
 unification was a critical first step toward Jay's principal object,
 prosperity. Moreover, the structure best suited to unity's achieve-
 ment and maintenance, given republican imperfections, was a
 "strong government" of decisive federal institutions and law
 "ably administered" by a wise minority.28

 These sentiments emerged as early as 1776 in response to
 wartime disorders: the need for "good and well ordered Govern-
 ments" to prevent "that Anarchy which already too much pre-
 vails," he told Alexander McDougall, must be "inculcated." But
 "Anarchy" persisted after independence; and the Confederacy,
 Jay feared, was a sorry plan indeed. In 1777, he allowed only
 that the general government "augurs well," wanly conceding
 that an indifferent constitution was "better than none." As

 atomization seemed to continue, Jay's anxieties proliferated. He
 began to calculate the odds for and against complete collapse,
 grimly anticipating which "Parties and Factions will arise, to

 26 See Wood, Creation, 419-421, where New Yorkers' criticisms are vir-
 tually equated with self-interest.

 1" For national "objects," see Federalist Nos. 2 and 3, in Cooke, ed.,
 Federalist, 12-15. He also associated unity with public safety.

 28 Jay to Judge Lowell, May 10, 1785, and to Washington, June 27, 1786,
 in Johnston, ed., Jay Papers, III, 143, 205. For the Lowell letter capitaliza-
 tions, see William Jay's commentary in Life of John Jay, I, 190, and Frank
 Monaghan's discussion of Johnston's version, John Jay, 282, 454 at note 6.
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 what Objects be directed, . . . and who will be the victims." At
 the same time, his frustrations while negotiating the peace for
 an unhelpful Congress and as Secretary for Foreign Affairs after
 1783 effectively deepened his alarm. Chaos at home plainly
 threatened the safety and tranquility of New World citizens; but
 it also introduced untenable disadvantages in dealings with
 Europeans, with whom Americans were obliged to compete on
 the high seas, and from whom the republic absolutely required
 grants of respect and legal standing."9

 This fresh awareness of diplomatic complexity, combined
 with Jay's considerable disdain for legislators, soon produced
 brutal denunciations of congressional bickering and immobiliza-
 tion. The secretary's complaints were legion: he decried the
 states' "impatience of government," which included local
 resistance to congressional taxation, an insatiable rage for prop-
 erty in the face of national hardship, and a reckless "desire of
 equality in all things." Nor was that the end of it. Jay deplored
 governmental impotence with Indian attacks, chronic absentee-
 ism in Congress, procrastination with debts, and the absence of
 a "continental, national spirit." Pointing to an empty treasury
 "though the country abounds in resources," he bemoaned "dis-
 appointment to our creditors [and] disgrace to our country"-
 conditions which spoke directly to the "want of good government
 to guard good faith and punish violations."30

 The origins of public apathy toward unification, Jay argued
 in 1788, were cultural. Americans had agreed to a Confedera-
 tion more "paternal and persuasive than coersive and efficient"
 after centuries of colonial dependency, during which affairs of

 29 Jay to Alexander McDougall, Apr. 11, 1776, to James Duane, Dec. 14,
 1777, and to Washington, Apr. 21, 1779, in Morris, ed., Unpublished Papers,
 254, 454, 586. In the latter, Jay scratched out a phrase suggesting that the
 people lacked "wisdom." The best source for details about Jay's difficulties with
 Congress after 1783 remains Johnston, ed., Jay Papers, III, 104-378; on dif-
 ficulties before then, see Morris, Peacemakers, passim. Misgivings about collec-
 tive decision-making in maritime or economic affairs emerged early. See, e.g.,
 Jay to Washington, Apr. 26, 1779, in Morris, ed., Unpublished Papers,
 587-588.

 so Jay to Governor Livingston, July 19, 1783, to Thomas Jefferson, Oct.
 27, 1786, to Adams, Feb. 21, 1787, and to Jefferson, Nov. 3, 1787, in
 Johnston, ed., Jay Papers, III, 55, 212, 235, 260. On congressional
 absenteeism, see Jay to Jefferson, Jan. 9, 1786, and to Jacob Read, Dec. 12,
 1786, ibid., 178, 222.
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 state such as war, peace, and commerce had been "managed for
 us and not by us." Republicans therefore were passive and un-
 schooled at a moment in their history requiring precisely the op-
 posite. What might be done? Durable unification, Jay explained,
 typically proceeded from "constitutional coersion, or by the dic-
 tates of reason." The former was unavailable; and Americans in
 their present condition were deaf to reason. Stopgap strategies
 seemed equally futile: even a unifying war would be lost at the
 hands of congressmen whose honor and authority decayed al-
 most daily. From this "wonderful system of government," Jay
 raged to fellow New Yorkers, "almost every national object . . .
 [is] unprovided for."31 The secretary sensed "some crisis"; he was
 "uneasy and apprehensive; more so than during the war." And
 Shays's Rebellion was a terrifying omen: "The insurrection in
 Massachusetts is suppressed," he fussed, "but the spirit of it ex-
 ists."32

 Jay toyed with the idea of constitutional reform--a grant of
 necessary powers so that Congress might better regulate com-
 merce and "general concerns"-but quickly fastened upon a
 more drastic remedy. Unification, as well as the liberation of the
 nation's "ablest men" from legislative constraints, would be lost
 within defective structures; and no amount of tinkering would
 save the day. The single most glaring defect was the "great mis-
 take" of a multifunctional Congress bent upon reducing "big
 men into little ones." Powers to make and execute law, Jay ad-
 monished Jefferson, should never be vested in "one and the same
 body of men," not only because confusion would eventuate, but
 also because legislators could hide behind one another. When-
 ever assemblies divide "blame and credit," he explained, "too
 little falls on each man."33

 31 Report to Congress on a Joint Letter from Adams and Jefferson, May
 29, 1786, and Address to the People of the State of New York, Spring, 1788,
 ibid., 198-199, 298-301.

 32 Jay to Washington, June 27, 1786, and to Jefferson, Apr. 24, 1787,
 ibid., 204, 244. On rebellion and feeble government, see Jay to Adams, Nov.
 1, 1786, to William Carmichael, Jan. 4, 1787, and to Jefferson, Feb. 9, 1787,
 ibid., 214, 225, 232.

 S" Jay to Governor Livingston, July 19, 1783, to Adams, Feb. 21, 1787, to
 Washington, Jan. 7, 1787, and to William Vaughan, May 26, 1796, ibid., III,
 55, 234, 227; IV, 216. Also see Jay to Jefferson, Aug. 18, 1786, ibid., III,
 210-211.
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 Nor should a reorganized Congress be granted decisive
 power in pursuit of crucial "objects of state." In 1776, Edward
 Rutledge wanted to allow "no more Power than what's absolutely
 necessary" in order to retain executive autonomy; and Jay pur-
 sued the same strategy in a different context. Otherwise, he later
 explained, the "executive business of sovereignty" would be "but
 feebly done.""34 With others, Jay recommended three formal
 branches of government. Quite separately, though, he imagined
 two competing blocs of power--an informal coalition of ex-
 ecutives and judges pitted against legislative excess. Laws then
 would be "expounded in one sense and executed in the same
 manner," allowing the United States to move along "uniform
 principles of policy." This collaboration also allowed statesmen
 to "harmonize, assimilate, and protect the several parts,"
 guaranteeing "mutual participation in commerce, navigation,
 and citizenship.3"" For Jay and other High Federalists, anarch-
 ical decay was far more likely than despotism or ministerial
 tyranny; indeed, he might have welcomed a parliamentary ar-
 rangement with properly autonomous ministries. Jay may well
 have associated executive license with royal prerogative, and his
 informal alliance with crown-chancery relations. In any case, he
 lacked the patience and taste for further experimentation. "The
 most perfect constitutions . . . and the wisest laws are vain," Jay
 concluded, "unless well administered and well obeyed."36

 34 Rutledge to Jay, June 29, Nov. 24, 1776, in Morris, ed., Unpublished
 Papers, 281, 322; Jay to Washington, Jan. 7, 1787, in Johnston, ed., Jay
 Papers, III, 227.

 '5 Here Jay resembled other High Federalists. See, e.g., Jay to Jefferson,
 Aug. 18, 1786, in Johnston, ed.,Jay Papers, III, 210-211, and Gordon Wood's
 brilliant discussion of perceptions of "worthiness," constitutional decay, and
 separation of powers among Federalists and Antifederalists. Creation, 471-518.
 But see Jay's extreme recommendations to Washington, Jan. 7, 1787, in
 Johnston, ed., Jay Papers, III, 227, concerning life tenure for senators and an-
 nual elections for House members. On collaboration, advisory councils, and
 the royal prerogative, see Federalist No. 4, in Cooke, ed., Federalist, 20; Ad-
 dress to the People of the State of New York, Spring 1788, and Jay to the
 Chevalier de Bourgoing, Aug. 29, 1788, and to Washington, Jan. 7, 1787, in
 Johnston, ed., Jay Papers, III, 316, 355-356, 227.

 36 Charge to the Grand Juries of the Eastern Circuit, 1790, in Johnston,
 ed., Jay Papers, III, 391. On crown-chancery relations, see J.H. Baker, In-
 troduction to English Legal History (London 1971), 39-50, or S.F.C. Milsom,
 Historical Foundations of the Common Law (London 1969), 74-87. Charles
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 This "balance of power" against congressional licentiousness
 was complemented by harsh circumscription of state power - a
 vision clearly to the right of Madison's Virginia Plan."3 Again in-
 spired by British practice, Jay conceived of the states as extra-
 ordinarily weak administrative fictions existing at federal
 pleasure. As he told Adams, "I would have them [states] con-
 sidered . . . in the same light in which counties stand to the
 States," as "districts to facilitate the purposes of domestic order
 and good government." Adamantly opposed to the creation of
 new states--whether through subdivision or in frontier areas
 where "white savages" were worse than "tawny ones"-Jay even
 recommended that key state officials be nominated by the
 general government. These preferences spoke to law enforce-
 ment which, he thought, would not "always accord or be consis-
 tent" without strength at the center, as much from the "variety
 of independent courts" as from "different local laws and in-
 terests." Hence, Jay applauded the construction of centralized
 courts as a hedge against "Laws dictated by the Spirit of the
 Times not the Spirit of Justice."38

 Jay's zeal for constitutional revision increased dramatically
 whenever congressional bungling might affect diplomacy. Pros-
 perity - his ultimate "object" - required maritime confrontations
 with ancient, well-defended monopolists; and successful interac-
 tion was doomed, he knew, without at least the appearance of
 internal harmony. Jay was obsessed with Congress's dubious re-
 spectability in Europe, and persuaded as well that circumstances

 Warren associated Jay's interest in an interrelated judiciary and executive with
 partisan politics. The Supreme Court in United States History (2 vols., Boston
 1926), I, 85-112. On mixed government generally, see Wood, Creation,
 197-256. Part of Jay's preference for British forms, in fact, originated in fear of
 the "former arbitrary government" of France, which was "dreadful"; Jay to
 Robert Goodloe Harper, Jan. 19, 1796, in Johnston, ed., Jay Papers, IV,
 200-201. Finally, see Federalist No. 3, in Cooke, ed., Federalist, 15.

 31 Wood, Creation, 159, 472-473; Martin Diamond, "What the Framers

 Meant by Federalism," in Robert Goldwin, ed., A Nation of States (Chicago
 1974), 31-33; and Jay's allusion to Washington, Mar. 16, 1786, Papers, III,
 186-187.

 38 Jay to Washington, Jan. 7, 1787, to Adams, Oct. 14, 1785, to Jefferson,
 Dec. 14, 1786, to James Lowell, May 10, 1785, and to Adams, May 4, 1786, in
 Johnston, ed., Jay Papers, III, 228, 172, 224, 143, 195; Federalist No. 3, in
 Cooke, ed., Federalist, 15; and Jay to Washington, Apr. 21, 1779, in Morris,
 ed., Unpublished Papers, 586.
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 could only deteriorate; for experienced mercantilists were not
 obliged to deal with upstart republicans inhabiting an unstable
 polity. Jay feared that Americans would soon wave "FARE-
 WELL, A LONG FAREWELL" to unrealized prosperity, and
 that friendly nations then willing to embrace a "great and
 powerful" America would be forced to retreat. "Whatever may
 be our situation," he warned,

 whether firmly united . . . or split into a number of con-
 federacies, certain it is, that foreign nations will know and view
 it exactly as it is; and they will act towards us accordingly. If
 they see that our national government is efficient and well
 regulated . . . our resources and finances discreetly
 managed--our credit re-established--our people . . . united,
 they will be much more disposed to cultivate our friendship ....
 [I]f they find us destitute of an effectual government . . . what a
 poor, pitiful figure will America make in their eyes"39

 While laboring after 1781 to secure peace with Britain, Jay
 was nettled and occasionally mortified by Congress's poor credit
 and shoddy intelligence procedures, but his exertions in the
 foreign affairs department between 1783 and 1789 were
 frustrated more directly and constantly.40 Citizenship abroad, he
 insisted, should be negotiated only by private statesmen guided
 by conscience and by the sterling principles of international law.
 "Large assemblies," said Jay, "often misunderstand . .. the obli-
 gations of character, honour, and dignity, and will collectively
 do or omit things which individual gentlemen in private capaci-
 ties would not approve." Congress was public, raucous, and
 sluggish; diplomacy required discretion and "immediate dis-
 patch." And transient lawmakers were ill-qualified for the "at-
 tainment of those great objects" which had to be "steadily con-

 39 Federalist Nos. 2 and 4, in Cooke, ed., Federalist, 13, 22-23; Charge to
 the Grand Juries of the Eastern Circuit, 1790, in Johnston, ed.,Jay Papers, III,
 391. See also Jay's Address to the People of the State of New York, Spring
 1788, asserting that disorder alienates "the minds of men everywhere . . . from
 republican forms"; Jay to Washington, Jan. 7, 1787; to Adams, July 4, 1787,
 suggesting authority strong enough to ensure "national security and respec-
 tability"; and Report to Congress on a Joint Letter from Adams and Jefferson,
 May 29, 1786, regretting that the United States' problems were "common con-
 versation in Europe." Ibid., 394, 313-315, 319, 228, 248, 198.

 4o Morris, Peacemakers, passim.
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 templated in all their relations and circumstances." To relegate
 foreign policy to men hounded by voters and limited by their
 own character was to court economic disaster. On one occasion,
 Jay sarcastically announced that, if forced to choose, he pre-
 ferred the "Enterprise, Activity and Industry of private Adven-
 turers" to the "Lukewarmness of Assemblies," for "Public Vir-
 tue" was "not so active as private Love of Gain."41

 The metaphor "lukewarmness" captured several complaints
 --legislative lassitude, the majority's unaccountable fascination
 with disclosure, and the misguided, myopic quality of congres-
 sional economic policy. It mattered little whether these short-
 comings flowed from human frailties or the clumsiness of collec-
 tive process; Europeans saw only the consequences, and would
 be alienated accordingly. Here, Jay again offered pointed
 analogies between public and private morality. Fraud and in-
 solence, he counseled, would not only "degrade and disgrace na-
 tions and individuals but also expose them to hostility and in-
 sult." Good faith and political coherence would encourage com-
 merce and amity, while duplicity invited exclusion or suicidal
 warfare. Among the just causes of war, in fact, Jay listed treaty
 violations, which he associated with French influence, with
 craven state governments, and, by 1795, with indebted specu-
 lators who preferred "spoil and plunder" to "patient industry
 and honest gains."42

 Jay was incensed particularly by flagrant violations of the
 Definitive Treaty with Britain and of the compacts supporting
 revolutionary war debts. Jay's own promises as a statesman un-

 4' Jay to Washington, Jan. 7, 1787, in Johnston, ed., Jay Papers, III,
 226-227; Federalist No. 64 [63], in Cooke, ed., Federalist, 434; andJay, speak-
 ing before Congress, quoted in Wood, Creation, 96.

 42 Charge to the Grand Jury at Richmond, 1793, and Jay to James Duane,
 Sept. 16, 1795, in Johnston, ed.,Jay Papers, III, 479, 482-483, IV, 193; and
 Federalist No. 3, in Cooke, ed., Federalist, 14. For late-life musings about an
 immutable moral law "given by the Sovereign" and mutable "ordinances"
 which could not contradict God's law, see Jay to John Murray, Jr., Apr. 15,
 1818, in Johnston, ed., Jay Papers, IV, 403-419. This strikingly Calvinist
 framework perhaps explains Jay's fondness for "individual-nation" analogies,
 which were reinforced by natural law and by relationships between contract
 law and the law of nations. For unusually clear expressions of the analogy, see
 Charge to the Grand Jury at Richmond and, couched in religious imagery, Jay
 to Rev. Dr. Thatcher, May 26, 1796, ibid., III, 481, IV, 215.
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 derpinned many such agreements. Of greater moment, however,
 was the preservation of national "honour, justice, and interest."
 Time and again, he advocated broader powers of "coersion" so
 that administrators and judges might enforce these "most
 salutary and constitutional objects." Jay also pleaded for a
 moratorium upon new loans until old debts had been cleared.
 He chided Congress for its inattention to the obligations of na-
 tionhood, as opposed to the more pleasurable rights and priv-
 ileges.*3 With Washington, he suspected that disadvantageous
 political entanglements flowed inevitably from dependence upon
 the "charity of our friends" and the "mercy of our enemies"; and
 he feared as well that the "man or the nation who eludes the

 payment of debts ceases to be worthy of further credit.""*
 If lingering debts threatened healthy relations with the

 French and Dutch, violations of the Paris Peace directly affected
 an Anglo-American rapprochement. The president's alarm par-
 alleled Jay's: "If you tell the Legislature they have violated the
 treaty of peace," he wrote, "they will laugh in your face. What,
 then, is to be done?" Jay chose moral and political instruction.
 Treaties, he said in various ways, were "only another name for a
 bargain." Indeed, state sequestration and renunciation statutes
 had not surprised Jay. As early as 1783, he predicted that
 designing debtors would try to undermine the treaty's unpopular
 fourth article, which promised payment for wartime contracts or
 confiscations of Loyalist property. But continued belligerence
 now partook "more of vengeance than of justice," Jay argued,
 fattening state coffers at the expense of the nation's long-term
 interests.45

 43 Jay to Jefferson, July 14, 1786, in Johnston, ed., Jay Papers, III, 207.
 On indebtedness, see Report to Congress on a Joint Letter from Adams and
 Jefferson, May 29, 1786, and Jay to Jefferson, Dec. 14, 1786, ibid., 198, 223.
 On Jay's involvement in early agreements, see Jay to Floridablanca, June 22,
 1780, and John Adams, Extracts from a Journal, Nov. 3, 10, 1782, in Jared
 Sparks, ed., Diplomatic Correspondence of the American Revolution (12 vols.,
 Boston 1830), VI, 465-466, 468-470, VII, 325.

 " Charge to the Grand Jury at Richmond, 1793, in Johnston, ed., Jay
 Papers, III, 479; and Letter to Congress incorporating a letter to the Count de
 Vergennes, Sept. 22, 1780, in Sparks, ed., Diplomatic Correspondence, VII,
 384.

 'S Jay to Governor Livingston, July 19, 1783, and Washington to Jay,
 Aug. 15, 1786, in Johnston, ed.,Jay Papers, III, 55, 209; and Federalist No. 64
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 Jay therefore joined other Federalists in the struggle against
 obstructionism in the states, simultaneously apologizing to
 friends in Europe. Lafayette learned of Congress's regrettable
 disarray in 1786; and Britain's Lord Lansdowne, from whom Jay
 begged abundant "good nature," was assured that constitutional
 lethargy and the lack of "temper and liberality" among republi-
 cans would be remedied swiftly by honorable men." The secre-
 tary campaigned tirelessly against "discriminations inconsistent
 with the treaty of peace" through which worthy Tories had been
 deprived of citizenship and property. After 1789, these efforts
 continued from the bench. Repeating his warnings about obliga-
 tions and duties, Chief Justice Jay reminded Americans that a
 "fair and legal contract" could not be annulled arbitrarily, just
 as in "private life." By 1794, he was reluctantly discouraging
 British investors. New sequestration measures, he told them,
 were theoretically "improper" and therefore unlikely; but, when
 pressed for assurance, he "declined to give any.""4

 These stern exhortations about public morality, political
 harmony, and "effective Power" for statesmen coexisted with
 equally fervent pleas for economic liberalism. Jay's prescription
 for the nation's economy superficially resembled James Wilson's
 Commonwealth of Nations fantasy." It rested upon sophisti-

 [63], in Cooke, ed., Federalist, 437. The Definitive Treaty of Peace is reprinted
 in Morris, Peacemakers, 461-465. See also John Adams' parallel sentiments,
 Extract from a Journal, Nov. 10, 1782, in Sparks, ed., Diplomatic Corres-
 pondence, VI, 473. On sequestration, see Goebel, History of the Supreme
 Court, 722-759, or Morris, John Jay, 73-102.

 46 Jay to the Marquis de Lafayette, June 16, 1786, and to Lord Lans-
 downe, Apr. 20, 1786, but also see Jay to Lansdowne, Apr. 16, 1786, in
 Johnston, ed., Jay Papers, III, 192, 202, 190.

 4 Jay to Adams, Feb. 21, 1787, Charge to the Grand Juries of the Eastern
 Circuit, 1790, and Jay to Edmund Randolph, Nov. 19, 1794, ibid., 234-235,
 393-394; IV, 140. Active on revolutionary committees of safety, Jay did not
 sanction Loyalism; yet he was troubled by harsh treatment of "men of merit."
 Jay to Adams, Sept. 6, 1785, ibid., III, 166.

 "48 Jay's papers do not confirm a direct Wilsonian influence, but the two
 served together in Congress and on the high court. Although Wilson's assump-
 tions were more "democratical" than Jay's, structural similarities are quite
 striking, as is a shared belief that law flowed initially from God. See Arnaud
 Leavelle, "James Wilson and the Relation of the Scottish Metaphysics to
 American Political Thought," Political Science Quarterly, 57 (Sept. 1942),
 394-410; Mary Delahanty, The Integrationist Philosophy of James Wilson
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 cated, shrewd analyses of the United States' strategic weaknesses
 and of their "natural wealth, value, and resources." Economic
 success seemed to depend upon "break[ing] the ice" with
 England. With Adams and others, Jay therefore envisioned a
 "base system"49 of reciprocal trade agreements--first with Bri-
 tain's competitors whose friendship was strategically useful in the
 struggle against British mercantilism, if a limited avenue to
 great wealth, and then with Parliament itself. The latter, Jay
 knew, was a more certain route to sustained prosperity. He
 probably hoped, too, that public mobilization against evil mo-
 nopolists and around the prospect of financial gain might spur
 unification, should political tactics fail.50

 Jay distinguished, then, between undesirable dependencies
 accompanying debtor status--which he dubbed "dependence for
 friendship," and which necessitated a very dangerous form of
 gratitude--and mutual respect between autonomous trading
 partners. This healthy dependency was couched, not coinciden-
 tally, in fictitious but beneficial imputations of equality at law.
 Jay was painfully aware of the republic's glaring military and
 financial inequality; legal fiction therefore shielded statesmen
 and traders alike, facilitating independence "in the most exten-
 sive sense." Americans could be "honest and grateful to our
 allies," Jay noted wryly, "but . . . think for ourselves."" Early
 agreements with France, Spain, or Russia served as a tempting
 carrot to dangle before the British crown while Americans ex-

 (Millwood, N.Y. 1978); Charles Smith, James Wilson, Founding Father,
 1742-1798 (Chapel Hill [1956]); and Robert McCloskey, ed., The Works of
 James Wilson (2 vols., Cambridge 1967).

 49 John Adams, Extract from a Journal, Nov. 3, 1782, in Sparks, ed.,
 Diplomatic Correspondence, VI, 466.

 50 Jay to Washington, Mar. 6, 1795, in Johnston, ed.,Jay Papers, IV, 170,
 or Jay's Letter to Congress, Nov. 6, 1780, in Sparks, ed., Diplomatic Cor-
 respondence, VII, 358. For revolutionary diplomatic theory, see Gregg Lint,
 "The American Revolution and the Law of Nations, 1776-1789," Diplomatic
 History, 1 (Winter 1977), 20-34, which identifies "enlightened" thought but
 not shrewdness, and J.H. Hutson, "Intellectual Foundations of Early American
 Diplomacy," ibid., 1-19.

 51 Jay to William Greene, Mar. 4, 1783, in Johnston, ed., Jay Papers, III,
 33; Adams to Robert Livingston, Oct. 31, 1782, quoting Jay and agreeing with
 "sentiments and systems." Sparks, ed., Diplomatic Correspondence, VI, 437,
 473-474.
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 ploited distant ports in relative safety. It was in the "interest of
 all Europe," Jay advised the Spanish, to join republicans in
 "breaking down the exorbitant power" of an empire he openly
 lionized and just as plainly wished to befriend, cutting the
 "sinews of [British] power" while maximizing unequaled access
 to Pacific as well as Atlantic markets.52

 Well before the Paris peace, Jay had rejected the related no-
 tions of self-sufficiency and protectionism, perceiving that eco-
 nomic isolation and the mindless replication of an Old World
 empire provided false security. By 1783, these insights fed
 mounting concern and irritation. When Benjamin Vaughan and
 others resisted a "nugatory" reciprocity during the peace nego-
 tiations while also defending a favorable balance of trade for the
 British, Jay rather haplessly threatened an opposing navigation
 act. Two year later, his fears had not diminished. The English
 "expect much from the trade of America," he wrote Adams, yet
 "put it out of our power to pay .... I wish most sincerely that
 credit was at an end." Reciprocity and direct exchange, he spec-
 ulated, would defuse belligerence between nations with shared
 interests: "one cannot enrich herself without enriching the
 other," creating a peaceable "natural connexion."53

 These "connexions" further allowed an undercapitalized
 America to evolve industrial capacities without contrivance or
 frenzy. For years a student of political economy, Jay was unsettled
 by "unnatural" preoccupations with domestic manufactures.
 Having laboriously calculated population increases, agricultural
 production, wage levels, and land availability in Europe and
 North America, he concluded, with a good many others,54 that

 52 Letter to Congress, 1780, in Sparks, ed., Diplomatic Correspondence,
 VII, 247, 272-274. On unity against Britain, see Jay to Lafayette, July 15,
 1785; on long-term economic prospects, see Jay to Jefferson, Apr. 24, 1788,
 and to Adams, Sept. 5, 1785; and on China, see Jay to President of Congress,
 Jan. 20, 1786; in Johnston, ed.,Jay Papers, III, 161, 165, 180, 326-327.

 "5 Jay to Benjamin Vaughan, Mar. 28, 1783, to Adams, Sept. 6, 1785,
 and to Jefferson, Jan. 9, 1786, Feb. 9, 1787, in Johnston, ed., Jay Papers, III,
 34-35, 165, 178-179, 231-233; Letter to Congress, 1780, in Sparks, ed.,
 Diplomatic Correspondence, VII, 275-276.

 "4 Studies of early political economy are burgeoning; see especially J.E.
 Crowley, This Sheba, Self (Baltimore 1974); Drew McCoy, The Elusive
 Republic (Chapel Hill 1980), which should be read with Wood, Creation; Mer-
 rill Peterson, "Thomas Jefferson and Commercial Policy, 1783-1793," William
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 the New World enjoyed significant advantages in agriculture
 which laborers recognized and would pursue. Hence, Jay foresaw
 several generations of small farmers primarily in an ever-
 expanding "Northern Hive" exchanging foodstuffs and other
 staples for capital-intensive European goods. "So great is the ex-
 tent of country," he expounded,

 and so inviting to settlers, that labor will very long remain too
 dear to admit of considerable manufactures . . . . [W]hen the
 poor . . . gain affluence by tilling the earth, they will refuse the
 scanty earnings which manufacturers . . . offer them. [Thus] ex-
 ports from America will consist of raw materials which other na-
 tions will [process] at a cheaper rate . . . [yielding for] the
 American States . . . actual wealth."5

 Internal unification and "natural" trading relationships,
 then, together promised eventual reconciliation with Britain,
 and prosperity in the place of crippling indebtedness. Jay's cor-
 respondents in the Old Country frequently empathized. Lans-
 downe thought that his countrymen should be "deeply inter-
 ested" in America's "prosperity and reputation"; and Jay heaped
 praise upon these "large and liberal views" which applied to the
 "future as well as the present . . . interests of the nation."56
 Significantly, Jay also contemplated a universal "fellow citizen-
 ship" for republicans and Europeans alike, in the process
 elevating economic community over its political counterpart.
 How greatly would it "redound to the happiness as well as
 honour of all civilized people," he suggested, "were they to con-
 sider and treat each other like fellow-citizens; each nation govern-
 ing itself as it pleases, but each admitting others to a perfect
 freedom of commerce." Toward that end, he cautioned Jeffer-
 son against perpetuating "ancient prejudice" in agreements with

 and Mary Quarterly, 22 (Oct. 1965), 584-610; Joyce Appleby, "The Social
 Origins of American Revolutionary Ideology,"Journal of American History, 64
 (Mar. 1978), 935-958; and John R. Nelson, Jr., "Alexander Hamilton and
 American Manufacturing: A Reexamination," ibid., 65 (Mar. 1979), 971-995.

 51 Federalist No. 5, in Cooke, ed., Federalist, 26, and Letter to the Presi-
 dent of Congress, May 26, 1780, in Sparks, ed., Diplomatic Correspondence,
 VII, 247.

 56 Lansdowne to Jay, Sept. 4, 1785, and Jay to Lansdowne, Apr. 20, 1786,
 in Johnston, ed., Jay Papers, III, 189, 193. See also Jay to Jefferson, Apr. 24,
 1788, ibid., 326-327.
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 France--the "fencing" and "guarding" so characteristic of mer-
 cantilism- hoping instead that "all the commercial privileges" of
 Frenchmen might be exchanged for their American equivalents.
 From the vantage point of illegitimate revolutionaries, these
 were useful, canny suggestions. But they also betrayed Jay's dog-
 ged internationalism - a frame of reference not shared entirely
 by proponents of a self-regenerating Fortress America."5

 While awaiting Jefferson's return from France in 1789, Jay
 served simultaneously as secretary of state and chief justice of
 the Supreme Court. This professional dualism was both circum-
 stantial and characteristic, for Jay the jurist was primarily and
 inseparably a diplomatist. Historians of the Jay court often decry
 these bifurcated interests and credentials, but Washington
 found them uniquely compatible with American needs and pri-
 orities in 1789.58 From Jay's point of view, the new Supreme
 Court seemed a peculiarly inviting forum for the cultivation of
 domestic unity, equitable trade relations, and a working alliance
 between executives and judges. The chief justice's experience
 and prejudices had convinced him that republicans injured their
 "essential interests . . . as they deviate from order." He therefore
 eagerly pursued "Form . . . strength order and harmony"
 through rigorous exercise of the court's relatively uncontested
 original and exclusive jurisdictions. Few strategies seemed to
 hold such promise for the realization of a "due Distribution of
 Justice."59

 Before 1789, Jay had argued repeatedly that this "due Dis-
 tribution" required cooperation between executives and jurists,

 "5 Jay to Lansdowne, Apr. 20, 1786, to Jefferson, Apr. 24, 1788, to
 Lafayette, Apr. 26, 1788, and Address to the People of the State of New York,
 Spring 1788, ibid., 193-194, 314, 327-328. Additionally, see Federalist Nos. 3
 and 4, passim.

 58 Washington to Jay, Oct. 5, 1789, and Instructions to Envoy Extraordi-
 nary, May 6, 1794, in Johnston, ed., Jay Papers, III, 378-379, IV, 14.

 59 Charge to the Grand Jury at Richmond, 1793, ibid., III, 478-479; Jay
 to Washington, Apr. 21, 1779, Jay to John Vardill, May 23, 1774, in Morris,
 ed., Unpublished Papers, 587, 131. Before 1798, federal courts possessed
 original and exclusive jurisdiction in suits to which the United States was party,
 in admiralty, in suits touching consuls and ministers, and in litigation between
 states or a state and non-citizens. See Goebel, History of the Supreme Court,
 552-721.
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 whether through a council of revision, as in New York,60 or less
 formally through the "interpretation and execution" of federal
 law. Consultation surely strengthened the authority of a few
 good men against throngs of legislators, and coordination in ad-
 vance of public action prevented potentially damaging impres-
 sions of indecision or disagreement in high places. But en-
 lightened statesmanship for Jay also implied a certain freedom
 from structural constraints. The ends of governance, after all,
 transcended one's momentary political assignment. The offices
 and institutional attachments of statesmen were vehicles toward

 those ends, not objects in themselves as legislators might have it.
 The autonomy of gentlemen at the bar and as executive agents
 therefore was essential, their labor necessarily multifaceted, and
 their confinement treacherous.61

 For these reasons, Jay freely provided informal advice to Fed-
 eralist colleagues throughout his high court career while staunch-
 ly denying a formal advisory role for the court itself. He also
 abruptly and freely abandoned the bench when he perceived that
 national "objects" were best pursued elsewhere. Jay's advisory of-
 ferings ranged broadly, reflecting his eclectic expertise. In 1789
 and 1790, for instance, Washington asked for assessments of the
 "real situation" in foreign affairs, the state of the judiciary, and
 general matters. Hamilton similarly requested and received ad-
 vice on numerous subjects-congressional powers in Indian rela-
 tions, trading rights, fortress and post road construction, currency
 regulation, the legality of local commercial laws, and the pro-
 priety of an executive proclamation during Pennsylvania's
 Whiskey Rebellion.62

 The decision to accept a special diplomatic assignment in
 1794 capped several years of increasing frustration. The nation's

 60 Morris, John Jay, 12. Jay's support for this council has been viewed as
 evidence of his eagerness to garner implied powers of review for the Supreme
 Court, but an advisory role is conceptually distinct from the ability to negate
 congressional legislation after the fact.

 61 Washington to the Chief Justice and Associate Justices of the Supreme
 Court of the United States, Apr. 3, 1790, in Johnston, ed., Jay Papers, III,
 396.

 62 Washington to Jay, June [?], 1789, Nov. 19, 1790; Jay to Washington,
 Nov. 13, 1790, to Alexander Hamilton, Nov. 28, 1790; and Hamilton to Jay,
 Sept. 3, 1792, ibid., 369, 409, 405-408, 410, 446-447. See also Jay's draft of
 Washington's neutrality proclamation, ibid., 474-477.
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 "essential interests," as Jay defined them in 1789, coincided
 neatly with two aspects of federal law--the Constitution, case
 law, and acts of Congress which directed "the conduct of the
 citizens relative to our own nation," and the law of nations
 which regularized behavior "relative to foreign nations and their
 subjects." Indeed, the existence of the latter allowed Jay's
 economic liberalism: at every juncture, legal principle shaped
 and controlled an otherwise anarchic marketplace.63 The chief
 justice fixed his fondest hopes upon this convergence of object
 and federal jurisdiction. At long last, statesmen possessed for-
 midable tools toward unification and prosperity-even without
 the more elusive, politically explosive implied review powers.
 Leaders could establish this new machinery with dispatch and
 move from strength thereafter, for "Order usually succeeds Con-
 fusion" within adequate structures.64

 Or so Jay hoped. He cautioned Hamilton against excessive
 force during the debt assumption controversy: the less panic and
 noise, the better. Victory over unruly republicans demanded
 stealthy "exertion"; neither violence nor passive "reflection"
 would do. The federal plan, after all, mirrored the "design of
 Providence"; and political heresy in all quarters could be de-
 feated legally and elegantly simply by enforcing new rules.
 While riding circuit, Jay doggedly instructed untutored jurymen
 in the rudiments of citizenship and effective government, expos-
 ing them to what he took to be the moral content of law. And he
 was heartened by early acquiescence to federal judicial authority
 in Rhode Island, New York, and elsewhere in disputes involving
 the Paris treaty and admiralty.65

 A direct statement about the subordination of states to the

 nation, however, awaited the Jay court's confrontation with

 63 Charge to the Grand Jury at Richmond, 1793, ibid., 478-479.
 64 Jay to George Read, Dec. 12, 1786, an unpublished letter quoted in

 Morris, John Jay, 26-27.
 65 Ibid.; Jay to Washington, Jan. 7, 1787, in Johnston, ed., Jay Papers,

 III, 226. Early rulings included Oswald v. New York, 2 Dallas 401, 415 (1792,
 1793), or Van Staphorst v. Maryland, 2 Dallas 401, 402 (1792, 1793). The
 court's docket is detailed in Goebel, History of the Supreme Court, appendices.
 On the importance of circuits as vehicles for instruction about the new federa-
 tion, and also as a primary focus for judicial energies before 1795, see Ralph
 Lerner, "The Supreme Court as Republican Schoolmaster," in Philip B.
 Kurland, ed., Supreme Court Review (Chicago 1967), 127-180.
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 Georgia after 1792 in the fateful Chisholm v. Georgia. The cir-
 cumstances underlying Chisholm are well known: Chisholm, a
 Carolinian and the executor of one Farquhar, sought the perfor-
 mance of a revolutionary war contract through the jurisdiction
 granted federal courts whenever states were sued by non-citizens.
 And Georgia, claiming sovereign immunity, refused to appear.
 Unfortunately, the concept of state suability in federal courts
 was no less controversial then than before passage of the Ju-
 diciary Act.66 On its face, the situation plainly addressed
 whether Jay's "first wish" might be achieved through federal law:
 if "national regularity" depended upon "attention and obedience
 to those rules and principles of conduct which reason indicates
 and which morality and wisdom prescribe," then Georgia's re-
 fusal to defend itself posed an immediate threat to unification.67

 Jay's associates behaved predictably. All except James Iredell
 confirmed Georgia's subordination to the nation, declaring the
 venerable doctrine of sovereign immunity inappropriate in a
 republic. Attorney General Edmund Randolph, with James
 Wilson and William Cushing, articulated a vision of the states as
 administrative fictions which coincided almost perfectly with the
 chief justice's sentiments. In a curiously wistful, nonlegalistic
 opinion, Jay had only to agree. The United States, said Ran-
 dolph, was no longer a "Government of supplication"; and the
 states, given increased "energy" in the nation, were merely
 "assemblages of . . . individuals" liable to process and to
 "diminutions of sovereignty, at least equal to the making of
 them defendants." Indeed, the nation would be useless if a

 "pleasure to obey or transgress with impunity should be
 substituted in the place of a sanction to its laws."68

 66 Chisholm v. Georgia, 2 Dallas 419 (1793). See also Doyle Mathis,
 "Chisholm v. Georgia: Background and Settlement," Journal of American
 History, 54 (June 1967), 19-29, correcting factual errors in earlier accounts.

 67 Jay to James Lowell, May 10, 1785, Charge to the Grand Jury at Rich-
 mond, 1793, in Johnston, ed.,Jay Papers, III, 143, 478. On Jay's personal and
 committee involvement with Oswald, Van Staphorst, and other agents, see
 Harold C. Syrett, ed., Papers of Alexander Hamilton (26 vols., New York
 1961-1979), VI, 567-569; and Adams' description of meetings, Extract from a
 Journal, October 31 through November 15, 1782, in Sparks, ed., Diplomatic
 Correspondence, VII, 465-475.

 6a Chisholm v. Georgia, 2 Dallas 419, 422-423 (1793). At 424-425, Ran-
 dolph argued that states existed only for "domestic purposes." For the politics
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 But Chisholm's significance moved beyond this question. At
 stake was Georgia's ability to sidestep federal jurisdiction in
 disputes involving the Paris peace and hence to threaten an
 eventual rapprochement with Great Britain. In 1792, the Court
 also heard arguments in the case of Brailsford v. Georgia, a suit
 in equity involving sequestered Loyalist property. The amount
 had become the object of an injunction; and, against the advice
 of his colleagues, Jay urged a continuance of the restraining
 order so that Georgia's voluntary presence in one suit might be
 exploited in another. Both Randolph and Jay perceived connec-
 tions between state suability and abrogations of the Paris peace
 through sequestration. The attorney general, for instance, refer-
 red suggestively in Chisholm to the fearsome implications of im-
 munity whenever the estate of a citizen were confiscated and
 deposited in a state treasury. "The Federal head cannot remain
 unmoved," he thought,

 amidst these shocks to the public harmony. Are not peace and
 concord among the states two of the great ends of the Constitu-
 tion? To be consistent, [my] opponents ... must say, that a state
 may not be sued by a foreigner. - What? Shall the tranquility of
 our country be at the mercy of every State? . . . [Why] may not
 the measure be the same, when the citizen of another State is the

 complainant?

 And Jay applauded, adding that the immunity doctrine lost
 "half of its force" through Georgia's willing appearance in
 Brailsford.69

 The significance of Chisholm therefore extended beyond the
 state's renunciation of a war supply contract, and even beyond
 political unification, ultimately touching republican respec-
 tability abroad. The chief justice's commentary leaves little
 doubt that both of his "objects" were at stake. Before 1789, he

 underlying James Iredell's dissent, see Jeff Fordham, "Iredell's Dissent in
 Chisholm v. Georgia: Its Political Significance," North Carolina Historical
 Review, 8 (Apr. 1931), 155-167.

 69 Georgia v. Brailsford, 2 Dallas 402, 415 (1792, 1793), and Chisholm v.
 Georgia, 2 Dallas 419, 422-425, 473-474. On Brailsford as a struggle primarily
 against judicial nationalism, see Haines, Role of the Supreme Court, 93-104;
 and on Georgia's several high court encounters, see Doyle Mathis, "Georgia
 before the Supreme Court," American Journal of Legal History, 12 (Apr.
 1968), 112-121.
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 recalled, the confederated states became "amenable to the law
 of nations," and it was "their interest as well as their duty" to be
 so constrained. Amazingly, Americans still resisted the moral
 and political imperatives of nationhood--notably, their collec-
 tive responsibility to harmonize and elevate the "conduct of each
 state, relative to the law of nations, and the performance of
 treaties." Rather against hope, Jay wished that the "State of
 Society were so far improved, and the Science of Government [so
 perfected] that the whole nation could in the peaceable course
 of law, be compelled to do justice." But, in 1793, such improve-
 ment seemed increasingly remote. Jay could only repeat that
 obedience, uniformity, and scrupulosity were fundamental to
 republican survival--that they were "wise . . . honest [and]
 useful. "70

 The high court's possible utility was shattered for Jay by
 public outcry after Chisholm and by the march toward congres-
 sional limitation of the judiciary. With his court effectively
 closed by 1794 to the resolution of European financial claims,
 Jay quickly transferred his efforts into personal diplomacy and
 eventually into support for a mixed international commission.
 The lessons were painfully clear: "objects of state" were not yet
 "far beyond the reach" of licentious men. Jay's resignation from
 the court coincided with extraordinary disappointment. Had the
 bench been "on its proper footing," he later explained, "there is
 not a public station that I should prefer .... It accords with my
 turn of mind, my education, and my habits." Given Jay's
 priorities, however, the high court was useless, especially when
 confronted with contrary visions of what the polity and legal ad-

 ministration ought to be-- an eventuality for which Jay, unlike the author of Federalist No. 10, made inadequate provision.71
 Jay's "turn of mind," moreover, did not lie with the relative-

 ly tedious, incremental creation of a tradition in domestic law.
 He was fascinated instead by "systems" and long-term "objects,"
 not by the minutiae of legal craftsmanship. And the law's poten-
 tial for compromise escaped him almost completely. Instead, he
 branded the federal judiciary a "defective" system without suffi-

 70 Chisholm v. Georgia, 2 Dallas 409, 478-479 (1793).
 "7 Federalist No. 64 [63], in Cooke, ed., Federalist, 437; and Jay to

 Washington, Apr. 30, 1794, in Johnston, ed., Jay Papers, IV, 9-10.
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 cient "energy, weight and dignity" to provide that "due support"
 upon which the United States' future rested entirely.72

 After 1794, Jay resolved anew "to see things as . . . they are,
 to estimate them aright, and to act accordingly"-- a reassertion
 of "Fortitude founded on Resignation." He then pressed the
 debt question relentlessly through diplomacy. Neither Jay nor
 Washington perceived conflict between a "private gentleman"
 on diplomatic assignment and the chief justiceship: the en-
 voyship to Jay was simply a necessary, if personally inconvenient,
 exercise of duty and expertise. The president granted his envoy
 virtually a free hand with unpaid debts. Jay, he recalled, had
 been "personally conversant" with negotiators in Paris, served as
 foreign affairs secretary, and witnessed "what has passed in our
 [federal] courts" respecting confiscated property. Few men could
 claim so much.7"

 And fewer still were so determined. England, Jay warned,
 would certainly "insist that British debts, so far as injured by
 lawful impediments, should be repaired by the United States, by
 decision of mutual commissioners." He fully expected disap-
 probation, without which he would have been "agreeably disap-
 pointed." More important, his conscience was relieved. "Should

 the treaty prove . . .beneficial," he announced, "justice will
 finally be done. If not, be it so--my mind is at ease." In a most
 revealing letter, Jay told Randolph that the debt-related Sixth
 Amendment addressed "that justice and equity which judicial
 proceedings may, on trial, be found incapable of affording," for

 72 Jay to Adams, Jan. 2, 1801, in Johnston, ed., Jay Papers, IV, 285.
 Unlike Madison, Jay could not relinquish the ideal of organic homogeneity
 achieved through law, eschewing what Gordon Wood calls "mechanical devices
 and institutional contrivances" through which Federalists supposedly hoped to
 contain revolutionary "social forces." Wood, Creation, 428, 475-476. For Jay,
 law encompassed both substance and structure; and the law of nations
 especially represented virtually flawless principles which, if emulated, would
 eventuate in a moral society. Hence, Jay could not accommodate factionalism
 and noncompliance, or turn local differences into a positive pluralist good.
 That he could not entertain a mechanistic hegemony without abandoning
 Calvinist conceptions of political society perhaps explains despair after 1794.

 S3 Instructions as Envoy Extraordinary, May 6, 1794, and Jay to Lindley
 Murray, Aug. 22, 1794, in Johnston, ed.,Jay Papers, IV, 14, 51. See also Jay to
 John Hartley, Jan. 8, 1795, and, on resignation and duty, Jay to Sarah Jay,
 Apr. 15, 1794, ibid., 3, 153.
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 a neutral commission could do "exactly what is right." There
 was, of course, continuing anxiety and anger. As the contest
 over the Jay Treaty raged in Congress, Jay marveled at the in-
 satiable appetites of scoundrels, worrying with his old friend
 Washington that rejection would once again "put the United
 States in the wrong," damaging "honour, engagements, and im-
 portant interests" - among them, the 'further extension of com-
 merce."74

 How, then, should historians characterize Jay's politics and
 statesmanship? Plainly, the nation's first chief justice was neither
 reactionary, crassly self-interested, nor "liberal" in any post-
 Jacksonian sense. He did not devolve suddenly into political
 cynicism. Instead, he was consistently "stiff in his self-
 righteousness,"75 disdainful of ordinary politicians, and
 suspicious of republican enchantments with publicity. A con-
 summate diplomatist, Jay neglected his own art with legislators
 and adversaries. He feared unruly commoners and nervously
 charted the course of Jacobinism in Europe, assiduously guard-
 ing the prerogatives of the "best Men" who alone could rescue
 America from its "present Condition." Within the polity, Jay
 preferred Court to Country politics, but his "system" fell easily
 within the broad spectrum of revolutionary discourse. And Jay
 probably lacked a fluid political imagination. In the midst of a
 revolution jerry-built from bits and pieces of British, classical,
 and New World learning, he moved rather slavishly from an-
 cient scholarship, economics, and scripture - preferences which
 betray a certain inflexibility and literalism.76

 14 Jay to Washington, Aug. 5, 1794, to Rufus King, Nov. 19, 1794, to Ed-
 mund Randolph, Nov. 19, 1794, and to Washington, Mar. 6, 1795, ibid., IV,
 45, 136, 140, 170-171. On treaty negotiations, see Combs, The Jay Treaty, and
 his discussion of the mixed commission at 151-155.

 s7 Fischer, Revolution, 10.
 76 Jay to George Read, 1786, quoted in Morris, John Jay, 27. On republi-

 canism and Federalist objects in 1787, see Wood, Creation; Bernard Bailyn,
 Ideological Origins of the American Revolution (Cambridge 1967); the in-
 troduction in Jack Greene, ed., Reinterpretation of the American Revolution
 (New York 1968); and two articles by Robert Shalhope, "Toward a Republican
 Synthesis: The Emergence of an Understanding of Republicanism in American
 Historiography," William and Mary Quarterly, 29 (Jan. 1972), 49-80, and
 "Republicanism and Early American Historiography," ibid., 39 (Apr. 1982),
 334-356.
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 In eighteenth century understandings, these were derivative,
 eminently conservative ideas; but they were not precisely reac-
 tionary. Unlike Old Guard curmudgeons, Jay found republican
 forms plausible, if regrettable and dangerous. By 1776, he had
 embraced the necessity of independence--grudgingly, to be
 sure, but irrevocably. Thereafter, by articulating contrary "ob-
 jects," tactics, and institutional arrangements among peers far
 more responsive in 1787 than earlier, Jay became a constructive
 participant in revolutionary change.

 That Jay emphasized commerce and "independence for
 friendship" alongside his domestic politics is equally clear. His
 was a "comprehensive"" system--an organic whole in which
 polity and economy conspired slowly and fitfully under law
 toward a collective state of grace. To each sphere, Jay assigned
 separate allegiances and "objects." But these memberships and
 goals were unequally weighted and delicately linked: at every
 turn, domestic life supported its more important economic
 counterpart. The fragility and tension inherent in these relation-
 ships mirrored Jay's considerable anxiety: "It cannot be too
 strongly impressed on the minds of us all," he instructed a grand
 jury in 1790, "how greatly our individual prosperity depends on
 our national prosperity and how greatly our national prosperity
 depends on a well organized, vigorous government, ruling by
 wise and equal laws, faithfully executed."78 The particular
 urgencies underlying these remarks had diminished appreciably
 by 1801; but, in 1789, no agenda touched the public good more
 directly. Jay's plan therefore represented more than the selfish
 agitations of an Empire State capitalist. To ignore economic and
 strategic weaknesses, Jay thought, was to invite Jacob's bad use
 of Esau's weakened condition;79 for brave assertions about a
 republic's inevitable prosperity strained hard against history and
 against a very thorny reality.

 Nor did Jay harbor the sentiments associated with modern
 political liberalism. With many of his peers, he reserved the
 term "liberal" for commercial affairs; but, more importantly, he

 11 Federalist No. 2, in Cooke, ed., Federalist, 8.
 78 Charge to the Grand Juries of the Eastern Circuit, 1790, in Johnston,

 ed.,Jay Papers, III, 394.
 79 Letter to Congress, Sept. 22, 1780, in Sparks, ed., Diplomatic Corres-

 pondence, 384.
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 rejected the presumption of universal goodness from which
 political liberalism proceeds. The chief justice's premonitions
 about an essential, intractable evil fueled intense opposition to
 the related doctrines of perfectionism and voluntarism. In fact,
 few of the Founders preferred greater distance from the
 "Public," devalued the general will so completely, and stressed
 the perils of lawlessness so constantly. Both aspects of Jay's
 "system," after all, were surrounded firmly by law, and his prin-
 cipal "object" was secured by international law--to Jay's mind,
 the closest approximation of divine morality available to
 humankind. "[W]ho made the laws of nations?" he asked
 rhetorically. "The answer is he from whose will proceed all
 moral obligations, and which will is made known to us by reason
 or revelation." At home, unification behind a supreme law
 discovered by men might suffice; but, beyond American shores,
 where licentiousness would be fatal, there could be "no judge
 but the great Judge of all."80

 To modern eyes, Jay's values can seem oddly misguided or
 vaguely reprehensible. These reactions, however, too often
 originate in simple impatience with outmoded or failed imagina-
 tion, reinforced by a pervasive desire among legal scholars "to
 establish the inevitability of the evolution they describe."8'
 Federalists indeed shared a uniform vocabulary of legalism and
 nationalism. But the meanings, shadings, and priorities con-
 veyed through language necessarily varied with historical mo-
 ment; and Jay infused such terms as "nation" or "federal law"

 80 Charge to the Grand Jury at Richmond, 1793, in Johnston, ed., Jay
 Papers, III, 480-481. For a different reading of Jay's vision of the origins of in-
 ternational law, see Stephen Presser, "A Tale of Two Judges," Northwestern
 University Law Review, 73 (Mar.-Apr. 1978), 48-52.

 81 John Noonan, Jr., Persons and Masks of the Law (New York 1976),
 163. On whiggish representation generally, see Bailyn, Education; and on the
 problem in legal studies, see Robert Gordon's essays, "Recent Trends in Legal
 Historiography," Law LibraryJournal, 69 (Nov. 1976), 462-468, esp. 465; "In-
 troduction," Law and Society Review, 10 (Fall 1975), 9-55; and, especially,
 "Historicism in Legal Scholarship," Yale Law Journal, 90 (Apr. 1981),
 1017-1059. But see also Harry Scheiber's curious suggestion that constitutional
 history, unlike legal, is necessarily ahistorical and unchanging. "American
 Constitutional History and the New Legal History: Complementary Themes in
 Two Modes,"Journal of American History, 68 (Sept. 1981), 337-350.
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 with meanings which reflected his own intellect, experience, and
 perceptions of republican circumstance.

 As Morris accurately observed, a campaign to garner hotly
 contested review powers in the 1790s would have been
 foolhardy;82 but, more important, such an enterprise probably
 seemed peripheral to the work at hand. Far more pressing was
 national establishment within reliable, respected struc-
 tures-labors for which Jay's "turn of mind," broad interests,
 and nonspecialized statecraft were especially well adapted. He
 therefore set about sensitizing republicans to the moral content
 of law. In the absence of a guiding "light of experience," rules
 and procedures were borrowed or invented--a thankless,
 politically risky task. Simultaneously, he tried to solidify an
 alliance with the executive branch, fearing with Hamilton that a
 bench with "neither Force nor Will, but merely judgment"83
 would soon collapse. He also explored the court's potential as an
 agency of "honour, justice, and interest" against incipient evil,
 concluding by 1794 that Americans still refused a very difficult
 but critical discipline, and that a permanent state of grace was
 unattainable through federal courts. Privately, he awaited the
 millennium; as a statesman, he pursued "great and obvious
 principles" elsewhere.

 These ideas clearly represent an alternative conception of
 ideal relationships between polity, economy, and law rather
 than a prelude to modernism. Scholars may rightly decide that
 Jay lacked genius and liberality, that he bore scant resemblance
 to a modern attorney, and that his "system" was too fragile and
 too tightly bound to context to wear well. But similar complaints
 have not prevented engagement with the likes of Taney or Kent,
 whose ambiguities and illiberalism have been absorbed, if not
 entirely forgiven. And, in the decade after ratification, Jay's pro-
 fessional style-so much a part of an oracular tradition84 in

 82 Morris, John Jay, 86. Jay's twin interests in law and diplomacy are
 described, but also crisply separated.

 83 Charge to the Grand Juries of the Eastern Circuit, 1790, in Johnston,
 ed., Jay Papers, III, 390; and Alexander Hamilton, Federalist No. 78, in
 Cooke, ed., Federalist, 523. On procedural innovation, see Goebel's unappre-
 ciative History of the Supreme Court, passim.

 84 White, American Judicial Tradition, 2-3.
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 judgeship--was common enough and therefore unremarkable.
 In any case, meaningful comparisons with later practice depend
 upon an initial grant of seriousness. The desire to provide consis-
 tent standards through law against which republicans might
 measure moral progress, for example, or the idea that political
 work transcends constituencies and institutions, both give pause.
 At the very least, Jay's vision increases the distance between 1789
 and 1801, clarifying and complicating understandings of how
 the Third Branch came to occupy modern ground.
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